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Start at home
Sun Weaving

Ngalbenbe is the sun. Beyond Ngalbenbe is another
larger star, the mother of Ngalbenbe. Each morning
Ngalbenbe rises through the sky and sets at night.
– Lena Yarinkura, 2018

About the artist

About the work

Threads of creativity, culture and collaboration are woven
through Lena Yarinkura’s whole family. Lena is a Kune
woman from central Arnhem Land, and first learned
weaving skills from her mother. Lena soon became
known for her lively animal sculptures, and went on to
develop groundbreaking new fibre sculpture techniques
with her husband, fellow artist Bob Burruwul. Lena
teaches weaving skills to her children and grandchildren,
and collaborated with her daughter Yolanda Rostron
on this installation – inspiring and strengthening future
generations just like the mother of Ngalbenbe.

This installation tells a significant ancestral story of
the Kune and Rembarrnga people. A long time ago,
three fishermen went down to the river, hoping to
catch lots of fish. But the water level was too high for
their butterfly fish trap. So they made a big fire and
asked Ngalbenbe, the Sun, for help. Ngalbene shone
down powerfully, and the heat made the water level
drop. At last the three fishermen could place their trap
and catch fish for their community. Lena and Yolanda
used paperbark, kurrajong, pandanus and other
materials from their Country to sculpt the forms of the
three fishermen, their net, and Ngalbenbe.
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